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Abstract
We defined anomalous channel lensth dependence

on the V6_of trench-isolated MOSFET by Eevisiirg a gate
structurel"This phenomenon of trench 'edee effEct on
MOSFETs beini enhanced around the onsel of the short
channel effect is clearly intemreted in terms of the three-
dimensional mixing of riarrow and short channel effects.

Introduction
Trench isolation is indispensable for keeping or

enhancing the drivabilitv of MOSFETs with a verv narrow
and short-channel, beciuse of less lateral extensi6n of the
field oxide as compared with the LOCOS isolation [1]. The
elecffic field conientration at the trench edge, hbwever,
significantly influences MOSFET characteriltibs such ad
thieshold villtage (V,u\ and leakase current. Esoeciallv. it is
expected that the dd'd6 effect deffades the nariow clii'nnel
c-hiracteristics, so mlny studies -on the channel width (14/)
dependence on the V,i have been performed I2l. On'th6
other hand, there havU'been few investisations- cbmbinins
the short channel effect (the channel lenglh (Z) dependencE
on F". Vtil. with the edge gffegt [j], apd no clear
conclusionS- have been obtained since the investigations
have mainly depended on simulation.

In- this paper, we clearly demonstrate that the
trench edge effeit 'on MOSFETs is enhanced around the
onset of ihe short channel effect and this phenomenon is
explained by three-dimensional mixing of the short and
nairow chanhel effects.

Experiment
Figure I shows sthematicallv the lavouts of the

two types -of trench-isolated MOSFETs with"the different
gate structures which were used in this work. The MOSFET
with an l-shaped sate structure (a). which is the senerallv
!rs4 type, pai, Qe-affected by the 

'irench 
isolation"edges dt

both th-e charinel sides, while the MOSFET with in H-
shaped gate structure (b), which was fabricated as a
refbrence, contains no isolation edges in the current flow
region. Two types of wafers witF different trench edse
shapes as showri in Fig. 2 were used to fabricate the "n-

chahnel MOSFETs. The sate oxide thickness and trench
depth are 6 nm and 0.3 pmlrespectively [4,5].^ In advance, wb trad cbnfirme'd itraf ttre MOSFET
characteristics for the H-shaped eate are the same for wafers
with different trench edge shlaDesl In comparing the I-shaoed
gate MOSFETs with th-e H-'shaped sate MO"SFETs of^the
same channel length, therefore,-we can define the trench
edge effects.

Results and Discussion
Figure 3 shows the subthreshold characteristics of

the I- and Tl-shaped gate MOSFETs with the deeoer dios
(Fig. 2 (a)) for the thrEe L values. Intuitively thinRing, the
Vr6 difference may become smaller for the shorter channel
le"irgth, because thd short channel effect may be suppressed
for-the I-shaped eate MOSFET. also the-V,r foi the I-
shaped gate MOSFET may be lmaller than tfiat for rhe H-
shaped gate MOSFET, due to the electric field
concentration at the trench edee [6.|. The experimental result
that the V6 difference betieenitre t- an'd H-shaped gate

MOSFETs is largest for the middle channel length of 0.26
ltm, however, iI not in aqreement with the a6'ove simole
bxpectation. For the MOSFETs with the smaller dips Gii.2
(b)), the same tendency was obtained as shown in Figl 4,
though the difference is smaller due to the weaker 6dge
effec-t.

To investigate this strange phenomenon in detailed,
Fies. 5 and 6 show-the V& val-ues'for the I- and H-shaped
gaTes and the Vs differdfi'ce between the I- and H-shafed
gates (AVtil, r65pectively, as a function of L for -the

MOSFETS'{vith the deeper dips. As expected, the V*
for the I-shaped eate MOSFET is smaller thdn that for the Hj
shaped gateMOSFET (Fig. 5). However, it should be noted
thaf AV* anomalouilf ddpends on L (Fig. 6). That is,
AV,u er'dauallv increas6s as^ Z decreases atO 'suddenlv

deifbasEs around an L value of 0.26 pm, which is thi:
appenrance point ofthe short channel effect as seen in Fie.5.

To'interpret this enhancement of the trench ddge
effect around the onset of the short channel effect, we
estimated the surface potential ( O\. which mav be used as a
current flow standard since 'd hisher d, sives a lower
electron barrier height. A three-dimensiona"l analysis [7]
was performed for tf,e structure illustrated in Fig. /(al. As
shown in Fig. 7 (b), /,hardly depends on e at-the ch6nnel
center region (0.15 pm< { <- 5 pm), whereas / yapidJy
increases near the channel edge (i.e. as z approaches 0),
which should be due to the treni-h eilge effect. hi Fig. 1(c),'L
dependence of O is shown for the c-hannel center (Z =5 rim)
anil near edss (z -0.02 um). which should quilitativelv
correspond t6 the H-' and I-shaped gate MOSFETJ,
respeciively. Figure 7 (d), furthermbre, indicates the ,/
difference 

- (A,D as a 'fuhction of L, which properly
corresponds to the experimental data of AVru-L iurve of
Fie. 6. From the calcufation, we conclude that"O is stronglv
m6dulated by the trench edge effect, so thal'the V,t 'il
noticeably mbdified around Il of the appearance pointbf tne
short chairnel effect.

we clearl, ,h"$lffftlilt"t"""n edge effect, which
is more significarit for the deeper trench eclge dips, on the
MOSFET i-s enhanced around the appearance point of the
short channel effect by comparison *ith the chraracteristics
of the MOSFET with'a devised sate structure. To intemret
this noticeable short channel effect, a three-dimensional
mixing incorporatins the short channel effect and the
narroi chann^el effeEt should be taken into account. The
present results suggest that the influence of the trench edse.
lor example, an lndesirable hump in the subthreshdlci
characteristics, can be checked by m^easuring the MOSFET
with a channel length around the onset of th'e short channel
effect.
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Figure 2. Cross
sectionalviews of
trench isolation edges
with (a) deep diP and
(b) smalldip. DeePer
dip more stronglY
atfects to the MOSFET
characteristics.
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Figure 1. Top views of MOSFETS with (a) t-qfqp^{_
gate and (b)'H-shaped gate. H-shaped gate MOSFET
has no trench edge.
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Figure 6. Differences in
the threshold voltage of
MOSFET with deeper
dip, AV6, as a function
of gate leingth, L. Trench
edge effect indicating

1s tVg, strongly
oepenos on L.

Fioure 3. Subthreshold
chiracteristics of l-shaped gate
and H-shaped gate MOSFETS
with deep dips for various gate
lengths, t: (a) 10 pm, (b) 0.26 Pm
and (c) 0.16 pm. Edge effect, that
is, ditference between two tYPe of
MOSFET is enhanced at I of 0.2
6 pm.
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Figure 5. Dependence of threshold
voltage, VX,ol gate length, L.
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Figure 4. Subthreshold
characteristics of l-
shaped gate and H-
shaped gate MOSFETS
with smalldips for
various gate lengths, L:
(a) 0.52 pm and (b) 0.2
pm. Although edge
etfect is suppressed at I
of 0.52 pm, it appeares
at I of 0.2 pm.
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FigUre 7(a). Structure
for three-dimensional
analysis. The lelt hand
figure shows a plan
view and the right one
shows a cross
sectionalview along
the channelwidth of
thE MOSFET.
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Figure 7(b)-(d). Results of
analysis to clarify trench edge
etlect in experimental data. (b)
shows surface potentid, /,
as a function of distance from
trench edge, z. (c) shows I
dependenceot /. (d) shows
differnce of surface potential,
A(, as a function of [. By
these results, experimental
data in Fig. 6 can be explained
consisitently.
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